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Spatial Practice (SP), neboli územní prostorové 
praxe, je možné chápat jako „rozšířené pole“ urbanismu,  
architektury i umění. Zabývá se prostředky a transfor- 
mací městského prostoru, zahrnuje plánování, 
občanskou angažovanost, uměleckou praxi i aktivismus.  
Jedná se o „reimaginaci“ města a jeho možností. 

SP představuje roli umělce v novém světle, kdy si 
v rámci projektu přeměny okolí či site-specific akcí, 
musí osvojit několik rolí - projektanta, architekta, 
urbanisty, ale i sociologa. Tedy hlavní role v případě 
územního plánování není již na architektovi, jeho role 
není již automní, ale naopak kooperující s dalšími obory  
ze sféry sociologie, urbanismu a spolupracujícím 
s umělcem - aktivistou a hybatelem. Důležitým bodem  
je interakce s věřejností, jíž se bezprostředně změny 
v městském, i mimoměstském prostředí týkají.  
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Background Overview

Much of the built environment we inhabit is the consequence of 20th century thinking. Modernist theorists inherited 
the ancient belief, revitalised in the Enlightenment, that it is necesary to further the public good by using design to shape 
personal and social behaviour. In various ways, early modernists propagated a secularist and utopian view if the future, 
which enabled them to foresee a world in which every aspect of personal and social life mighht be improved by the power 
of the designer, planner and architect. The radical ideas of the pioneer theorists of the early 20th century, such as Toni 
Garnier, Antonio Sant‘Elia, Le Corbusier and Walter Gropius, became an orthodoxy in many industrialised societies, both 
capitalist and socialist, in post-Second World War decades. The homes and workplaces of millions, their offices, factories, 
hospitals, schools, universities, shopping ang leisure centres, cinemas and museums, were designed according to these 
idealistic precepts, which attempted to re-organise the patterns of social life. Individual buildings were inserted into  
ambitious plans for the re-creation of the public domain, through urban expansion and renewal.

The political will of the state, upheld by the economic development of the post-war world, ensured the implemen-
tation of this modernist vision. No sociological view can be complete without an understanding of the ways this built 
aesthetic attempted to provide a new way of living. Sociologists helped contribute to the theories of community which 
modernism literally made concrete. On the other hand, any aesthetic inquiry that fails to account for the social theory 
behind modern and contemporary design, is bound to be partial.

The earliest forms of Modernist theory co-existed with alternative views of personal and social life, which were some-
times opposed by Modernists but, quite as often, co-opted. From the second half of the 19th century, the Garden City and 
Garden Suburb began to take root in England and the United States. There are few of us untouched by its consequences. 
The boldest Modernist planners, often driven by socialist beliefs, abhorred the nostalgia of the suburb and its idealisa-
tion of the semiautonomous consumerist family. More tactful Modernists, especially in Holland, England and Scandinavia, 
found ways of adopting the suburb to at least some of the principals of Modernism. The debate about the social harm and 
benefit of the suburb continues and is still alive and is central to the Government‘s plans for one milion new homes.

In the past thirty years, the grandest of Modernist theories have come under constant attack from other sources. 
Conservationists have sought to re-establish civic, regional and national identities through the careful management of 
local change; the environmentalists have objected to the wastefulness of the massive redevelopment programmes; the 
neo-liberals have argued against the use of central government to plan the welfare of large social groups. Newer forms 
of planning and building have emerged, apparently more sensitive to their surroundings, often in some sort of semiotic 
dialogue with past, less authoritarian in the control of their users, more ecologically sensitive.

Each type has appeared in many guises, responding to competing business theories about the most effective ways to 
archieve individual creativity with group co-operation.

The option may also take into account other public forms of social interaction, the health centre amd hospital, the 
prison, the department store and shopping mall, the library and gallery, It is difficult to think of a history of ideas more 
imposing and farreaching than this. The debates it has generated will help shape the countless circumstances of our lives. 

Methodology

No single methodology is advocated in the Unit. However, you should expect to encounter, during the course of the 
module, a number of overlapping approaches:

-functionalist (considering the way in which the design achieves its practical purposes)

-structuralist (positioning an idea or form in relation to others) and post-structuralist (failing to do so)

-political (assessing the representation of the power interests of users and sponsors)

-semiotic (interpreting the possible meaning of the visual signs)

-aesthetic (analysing and evaluating the visual elements of the plan or form)

-gendered (recognising differentiated aspects of design)

-behavourialist (investigating the ways in which users act)

-phenomenological (paying attention to your own consciousness)
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Mapováním těchto vztahů a výběrem umělců se 
zájmem o SP se zabývá internetová databáze  
Spatial Agency, kterou založili Tatjana Schneider  
a Jeremy Till na The University Of Sheffield za podpory  
Arts & Humanities Research Council. Projekt Spatial  
Agency byl od začátku postaven na víře, že k vyřešení 
prostorových vztahů není nejlepším rozhodnutím 
nová zástavba. Přišel s “druhotnou rolí” architekta 
a do popředí postavil zájem občanů, kteří o svém 
prostředí přemýšlí a diskutují o jeho funkci. 

Prostředníkem k těmto diskuzím se jim stává 
umělec, protože stejně jako se rozšířila role architekta 
nad rámec regulací mezi prostorem a budovami, tak 
umělci již nutně netvoří obklopeni čtyřmi stěnami 
galerie, pracují s prostorovými vztahy a snaží se ovlivnit  
skutečnou produkci prostoru nebo nějakým 
způsobem změnit prostorové vztahy. Díky tomuto se 
setřely hranice mezi těmito dvěma disciplínami a staly  
se propletené v oblasti kritické prostorové praxe  
(Critical Spatial Practice). 
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Posted on October 27, 2011 by admin

Tatjana Schneider and Jeremy Till of the Universities of Sheffield and
Westminster were awarded the RIBA President’s Award for Outstanding
University-located Research for their work Spatial Agency - made up of a series
of conferences, publications, as well as a website and book (co-authored with
Nishat Awan).

The project, initially funded by the AHRC, presents a new way of looking at how
buildings and space can be produced. Moving away from architecture’s traditional
focus on the look and making of buildings, Spatial Agency proposes a much more
expansive field of opportunities in which architects and non-architects can
operate. It suggests other ways of doing architecture.

The judges said: ‘Describing a series of case-study projects that are marginal to
the mainstream activities of the architectural profession, unofficial and informal
practices, this is a timely study; it raises issues that are vital for the future.’

After ‘Flexible Housing’ in 2007, this is the second time that the team have won
this prestigious award.

A small exhibition showing the scope of the research will be mounted on Floor 16
of the School of Architecture in late November.

See RIBA press release

Tatjana Schneider and Jeremy Till of the Universities of Sheffield and... http://architecture.dept.shef.ac.uk/ssoa_news/?p=123
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Spatial Agency: About

http://spatialagency.net/[6.4.2013 13:27:37]
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 Spatial Agency is a project that presents a new way of looking at how buildings and space can be produced. Moving away from
architecture's traditional focus on the look and making of buildings, Spatial Agency proposes a much more expansive field of
opportunities in which architects and non-architects can operate. It suggests other ways of doing architecture.

In the spirit of Cedric Price the project started with the belief that a building is not necessarily the best solution to a spatial problem.
The project attempts to uncover a second history of architecture, one that moves sharply away from the figure of the architect as
individual hero, and replaces it with a much more collaborative approach in which agents act with, and on behalf of, others.

In all the examples on this website, there is a transformative intent to make the status quo better, but the means are very varied,
from activism to pedagogy, publications to networking, making stuff to making policy - all  done in the name of empowering others.
In Bruno Latour's terms, critical attention is shifted from architecture as a matter of fact to architecture as a matter of concern. As
matters of fact, buildings can be subjected to rules and methods, and they can be treated as objects on their own terms. As
matters of concern, they enter into socially embedded networks, in which the consequences of architecture are of much more
significance than the objects of architecture.

Although Spatial Agency started out as a critique of the conservative tendencies of mainstream practice, it ended up as a
celebration of the bravery, canniness and optimism of an inspiring group of historical and contemporary figures. We do not expect
everyone to agree with our selection (the whole point of lists is not to agree with them but wrangle with them and in that form your
own interpretation of the subject) but if you feel that anyone in particular has been left out, then please do contact us. We also
welcome any feedback, comments, or suggestions on the website itself and the projects featured.

For more a detailed reading of Spatial Agency see a recent article by Tatjana Schneider and Jeremy Till published in
FOOTPRINT.

For a discussion of the concept of Spatial Agency and Architecture as a quietly revolutionary practice see the interview with
Tatjana Schneider published on CLUSTER

PROJECT TEAM 
Nishat Awan was a research associate at the School of Architecture, University of Sheffield, on this project. 
Tatjana Schneider is a senior lecturer at the School of Architecture, University of Sheffield, where she teaches design studio,
history and theory. 
Jeremy Till is an architect and educator. He is Head of Central Saint Martins and Pro Vice-Chancellor at the University of Arts,
London. Previously, he was Dean of Architecture and the Built Environment at the University of Westminster, London.

And with huge thanks to all the people featured on this website, many of whom have been very generous in their time and
support, especially in the provision of images and correction of detail. The project was funded by a grant from the Arts and
Humanities Research Council.

SPATIAL AGENCY: Book

Spatial Agency: Other Ways of Doing Architecture published by Routledge, co-authored by Nishat Awan, Tatjana Schneider, and
Jeremy Till is now available here. The book has a selection of the examples on this website, introduced by four extended essays
that explain the what, why, where and how of Spatial Agency, providing a theoretical and practical grounding to the subject, and
giving pointers as to how to enact Spatial Agency. It is the first time that such a collection of alternative approaches to architectural
production have been brought together in one place. The book is intended as a useful and inspiring road map for anyone looking
for other ways to deploy architectural intelligence.

WWW.SPATIALAGENCY.NET

This website is an extendable repository of examples of Spatial Agency. The database is sortable into broad thematic areas that
group the motivations (why?), locations (where?) and means (how?) of Spatial Agency. Each entry has a link to its own website in
the title bar, and then references and links to associated groups and subjects at the bottom, opening up to an international network
of spatial agents. Even before any form of launch, the website attracted over 100,000 visitors from all points of the compass,
suggesting a need for such documentation.

The website would not have been possible without the extraordinary contribution of its designer, Dorian Fraser Moore of The
Useful Arts Organisation.
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Spatial Agency: Database
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Top of page website design & build by dorian moore @ the useful arts organisation
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Spatial Agency: Artists and Spatial Practice
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Artists and Spatial Practice
Concept – Various

As architects have expanded their practice beyond the built object and artists have
moved out of the gallery, so the already blurred boundaries between the two
disciplines, have become still more entwined within the realm of critical spatial
practice. To engage with the terms of spatial agency, artistic practice must show
some form of transformative potential. Although there are a large number of artists
working with spatial relations, those included here influence the actual production of
space or change spatial relations in some way.

Michael Rakowitz is a case in point, trained as an architect, his work straddles the
divide between art and architecture. Based in New York, his most memorable project
is paraSITE (1998), at once a critique and a making visible of the prevalent attitudes
towards homelessness, whilst at the same time improving the material living
conditions of those living on the streets. Rakowitz designed a series of inflatable
shelters that plug into the vent outlets of buildings, creating a warm and dry space for
their inhabitants. Custom designed for each individual their oddness in the street
scape gives visibility to the homeless. In an interview, Rakowitz relates that the initial
shelter was made from black plastic in the hope of providing privacy and darkness to
sleep in, but upon consulting his clients, he realised that what was most important to
them was to be able to see out in case of attack and a desire to be seen and
acknowledged. The shelters not only comment on the situation of the homeless, but
also the large amounts of energy wasted in buildings.
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��������� work also blurs the boundaries between art, architecture and
urbanism working in diverse locations, from the informal settlements of Caracas, to
the trailer parks of Florida, or in the West Bank. Trained as both an architect and an
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from each context through observation, developing an understanding of the micro-
processes involved in order to inform the eventual interventions. For example in the
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Caracas Case project to design a dry toilet that responded to the lack of water.
Designed in consultation with residents, rather than providing a one-off solution, the
toilet can be easily replicated. In another project based in Sharjah, United Arab
Emirates, a small solar powered desalination device was installed in a school, in a
context where solar energy is abundant but its use is virtually non-existent. As in the
�����"'����
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whilst also working to alleviate them.

The artist, Thomas Hirschhorn's sculptural installations are participatory and
collaborative in nature and fit within an artistic tradition including the
Anarchitecture Group and Robert Smithson. Taking sculpture in its broadest
sense as the manipulation of spatial conditions, Hirschhorn critiques architectural
production through approximating and mimicking architectural structures. The project
Bataille Monument (2002), named after the Surrealist writer, was located in a mainly
Turkish neighbourhood of Kassel, Germany, as part of the Documenta art festival.
The intervention included a television station, snack bar, an installation about Bataille
and a library themed around his work. Inviting residents to participate in the
installation through adding to it, the work raises questions about art and architectural
practice and their relation to the production of public space.

The expanded field of spatial production is also the location of Ursula Biemann's
work, an artist who works between geography and art in the video format. Her work
engages critically with a range of disciplines and fields of knowledge, including
feminist and post-colonial theory, ethnography, cultural and media studies and
urbanism. Projects such as Sahara Chronicle (2006-2009) and Remote Sensing
(2001) document spatial agency in unfamiliar contexts, whether it is the sub-Saharan
migrations across Africa towards Europe or the territories of the global sex trade.
Biemann spatialises the territorial and human relations in these situations, which are
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ARCHITECTURE AND CRITICAL SPATIAL PRACTICE (ACSP)

http://criticalspatialpractice.org/[6.4.2013 12:17:49]

United Nations, New York City
(source: www.guardian.co.uk)

Städelschule Architecture Class’ (SAC) new
specialisation in Architecture and Critical Spatial
Practice (ACSP) navigates architecture as a critical
spatial, political, cultural, and social tool taking full
advantage of SAC’s position within the Städelschule.
It draws on the playful and culturally discursive
potential of the relationship between architecture and
related disciplines, first and foremost art, to
reinvigorate architecture with cultural, social and
political criticism. It will establish a productive
dialogue with the other half of the Städelschule
benefiting from the friction that intrinsically exists
between art and architecture. ACSP gains from
cross-disciplinary fertilisation through intensive
collaboration with Städelschule’s art department and
a vital interaction of the student bodies.

In its approach to various contemporary topics, ACSP
sees SAC’s presence in the Städelschule as a
privileged position since one aspect of contemporary
production in the arts is precisely to pose inquiries
along the lines of how critical practices operate. In
this context, architecture holds a particular promise
since its relationship to spatial domains is inherent to
its history and contemporary status. However, much
contemporary production in architecture is void of its
responsibilities in these terms and unaware of its
consequences. ACSP aims to provide a much
needed re-injection of a vital, critical discourse to the
field.

Tahrir Square, Cairo
(source: Wikipedia)

Architectural history has been dominated by
publications as a site and test-ground for ideas: at
some point, paper was the most radical architectural
material of all. Architecture has a very specific history
embedded in the production and dissemination of
discursive platforms such as books, magazines and
self-published fanzines.

ACSP understands itself at the intersection of
publishing as distribution of ideas – the production of
a pro-active and self-initiated (public) debate as a
test-site for spatial speculation. Students will be
directly involved in the formulation of questions,
outlining of possible inquiries, researching and
mapping those territories of concern, distributing
ideas and content as a proposition: an active
involvement in the world surrounding them.

Within Critical Spatial Practice, the question of
feedback is crucial. Its pursuits no longer hinges on
the belief in individual artistic production, but heavily
depends on often conflictual exchange with
likeminded practitioners, collaborators, as well as
potential adversaries. Publishing will become a
central tool for students to think their projects through
a common format, which will help them to address
their concerns to a specific, developed and
predefined audience. Within this format, students will
develop their individual or group projects that form
part of a larger yearlong trajectory. Consequently,

Critical Spatial
Practice

ARCHITECTURE AND CRITICAL SPATIAL PRACTICE (ACSP)

Can social complexity, antagonistic encounter, and
critical content exchange be designed? What
constitutes the productive transitions of physical
scales and programmatic (in-)formalities when it
comes to political encounters? When we stage
discourse, when and how does the political emerge?

Critical Spatial Practice should be understood as a
means of rethinking one’s professional practice,
operation, and codes of conduct. Consequently, the
singular formal and often self-referential approach of
architecture is being enhanced by a complex field of
interests, methods and lines of attack. These utilize a
set of specific tools at various scales in order to deal
with a situation at hand in the most productive yet
critical manner and set up critical ‘problematics’.

‘Hier Entsteht’ credits: Jesko Fezer and Mathias
Heyden, Berlin

student work will focus not on a ‘final design’, but an
inquiry and documentation of an experiment, a
discursively argued thesis towards a ‘spatial
condition.’ This condition may result in an
architectural scale proposal, a social event, a policy
document, an analysis of spatial typologies, or a
critical documentation of an existing situation.

ACSP will think about ‘space’ without necessarily
intervening in it physically, but trying to sensitise,
promote, develop and foster an attitude towards
contemporary spatial production, its triggers, driving
forces, effects and affects. As a group, we will
speculate on the modalities of production and
potential benefits of the role of ‘the outsider.’

The setting up of such scaffold and borderlines is
important as each individual contributor to the project
needs to take a position, which always has
consequences. Only when a border is acknowledged,
understood and recognised it can be broken,
transgressed or (mis)used. By deliberately producing
such antagonistic fields of productive encounters,
ACSP nurtures and exploits misunderstandings and a
pro-active outlook on the value of failure as the
starting point of all experimentation. An annual
thematic umbrella formulates the subject of our
investigation. This central narrative acts as a test
ground on which individuals and groups can
experiment.

SPATIAL PRACTICE
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Historically, Frankfurt is home to the “Messe
Frankfurt”, one of the largest trade fairs in the world,
which – in its current legal and operational framework
– was established in 1907. However, the actual trade
fair dates back to 1152, when Frankfurt was first
mentioned as a major port for international trade.
One of the central advantages of Frankfurt as a
historically interregional and later global city is owed
to its highly convenient geopolitical location: next to
or close to two major rivers (Main and Rhein), and
well connected to major pan-European trade routes
and road networks. Today, Frankfurt hosts the ninth
busiest airport globally, and is home to the Lufthansa
fleet. In 1785 the first recorded manned flight in
Germany took place in Frankfurt when a hydrogen-
balloon was launched as part of the trade fair.
Lufthansa was founded two years after the Messe
Frankfurt.

Hidden Infrastructures:
the enabling space for trade

Since Frankfurt is such an important centre for trade,
it bursts with two very different sets of infrastructure:
at first, it necessitates a formal infrastructure, which
supports, benefits from, and enables official trade.
Examples include the trade fair, the stock exchange,
the European Central Bank, all major international
banks, the airport, the train station, the motorways,
business centres, and hotels.
Further, the above phenomenon produces a fertile
ground for alternative forms of markets and trade, but
also relies on a second-layer infrastructure, which
allows for a trade-capital to operate on a daily basis,
an infrastructure, which is often not visible and may
not have a clearly recognizable and specifically
designed facade or face to it. Examples of this
phenomenon include Internet service hubs, server
warehouses, the Commerzbank trading floor

While focusing on the local, Frankfurt – as an
international city – by default reveals global
implications and therefore the project will attempt to
unpack relevant questions of geopolitics. As the
studio will deal with the question of the invisible, one
of the aims of this ‘de-stealthing’ project will be to x-
ray the city that we inhabit, to ‘make presence’
(Saskia Sassen): from informal trade to histories of
hidden spaces, from programs without facade to
faceless buildings – architectural scale projects that
disappear in the city’s fabric.
Dealing with such questions of trade and urban
practices ‘below the radar’ (Saskia Sassen) will also
entail to study, understand, and speculate on the
constructions of identities and communities in the
contemporary city. To speculate on this further raises
the question of ‘urban capabilities’ (Saskia Sassen),
in other words: why does a particular city lend itself to
a specific, localized and customized set of practices?
In the context of this project, the notion of exchange
and trade will be interpreted and tested as ‘soft
encounters’ (Siobhan Davis), everyday practices that
embody and reveal different notions of presence,
awareness and perception. While some phenomena
that we will investigate may take place in physically
remote neighbourhoods and sites within the urban
environment, others may claim and occupy spaces,
which change on a 24hr timetable: activities that only
take place after sunset (specific kinds of markets,
sexual services, gambling, drug trading et al.),
activities that illustrate the relationship between
practices that ‘contaminate and decontaminate’
(Saskia Sassen), being open and accessible at times
and hermetic at other times. When they accumulate
they generate a rupture in the often-homogeneous
daily life of the city.
These ruptures produced by the invisible are based
on a very specific and alternative interpretation and
practice of ownership: one, which tends to often not

Stealth
Architecture
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(Bahnhofsviertel), the largest Internet hub in the
world (De-Cix Management GmbH, Ostend &
Gallus), Central Data Centres (i.e. on Hanauer
Landstrasse & Kleyerstrasse), Deutsche Börse
Rechenzentrum Eschborn, call centres, (unofficial)
detention centres, informal sex work, sterile
environments, and second layer markets.

Framework

As part of the larger project Theatrum Mundi/Global
Street, this yearlong research project at the
Städelschule investigates the question and
phenomenon of (informal) trade, spaces of
infrastructure, and – more specifically – practices and
buildings without a Face/ade. Theatrum Mundi/Global
Street is a project that aims to bring architects, urban
planners, and visual artists together in order to re-
imagine questions of the public, publicness, and
everyday street culture of 21st century cities. In New
York, Theatrum Mundi is working on questions of
choreography and public speaking, while the London
group is working on questions of space, sound and
light, the Städelschule Architecture Class (SAC)
project will investigate the urban reality and potentials
of exchange and trade, as well as the objects and
spaces that these elements produce, both in relation
to the city and to its spatial setting: meeting points,
public and otherwise, in the shadow, so to speak.
As a starting point, the group will inquire questions of
trade and how those practices spatialize within urban
environments: what determines those processes,
how are they ‘designed’, and at which moment do
they become ‘architectural’?
Attempting to map and visualize the invisible, the
studio will start by studying spatial histories of global
trade on a local scale. We will use the city of
Frankfurt as a central European case that exemplifies
how material and immaterial goods are being
circulated, ranging from formal to informal, from
financial transactions to passenger flows and the
urban infrastructure of physical products, from
migrant communities (geo-political background) to
the Elderly (age), from illegal practices to forms and
formats of night labour, from spaces of financial
infrastructure and information flows to control rooms,
where decisions are being made. The fact that many
of those practices are taking place as often unwanted
but tolerated invisible practices also points at the
question of what kind of urban culture is being
promoted today.

be based on legal, but temporary ownership, in other
words: presence as a result of occupation, creating
presence not by “owning” (a specific section of) the
public space, but producing presence by inhabiting.
What constitutes the thresholds and borders of such
practices and architecture? What would such space
look like today?
This endeavour should entail site-specific and
research-based investigations and projects. In the
Weltkulturen Museum we have, for instance,
organized research-based sessions, workshops and
displays open to the public, where we take various
and specifically scouted and produced mappings and
objects as triggers for an understanding of trade &
presence, in particular an urban political presence.
The Weltkulturen Museum will dedicate several
exhibitions and events to the overall theme of
“Trading Perceptions” over the following years. The
diverse relationships that determine the ways in
which artefacts have been circulated and traded, the
connections of the museum to global commerce and
to changing political and economic incentives are all
aspects of the inquiry.

Green Room

The Green Room on the upper floor of the
Weltkulturen Museum in Frankfurt is a laboratory
space, which has been explored as a temporary
production-in-residence in which the team has
worked on an installation and display of process(es).
The studio has been invited by the museum to
undertake research in this laboratory-like condition,
formulating new interpretations and creating original
artworks based on the findings, superimposition and
conflicts generated by the contemporary condition of
Frankfurt (our findings) and the historic depth of the
museum’s existing and outstanding collection. The
space has been used as an archive of mapping and
research work on stealth spaces and objects relating
to formal and informal modes of trade, based on our
ongoing investigation in the city of Frankfurt. In order
to enhance the historic contextualization of the
project, we have also worked with architectural
photographs from the image archive as well as with
selected architectural artifacts and objects of the
collection of the Weltkulturen Museum.

(Political Space and Agonistic Encounter)

This coming year, ACSP will inquire the complex narratives around political
congregation. What constitutes the space for/of politics? This yearlong project will
investigate how to imagine, devise and design a space of politics, both through
content-related curatorial questions as well as its potential physical counterpart,
differentiating between that which is politics and that which is the political. Small
groups of students will work on thematic sub-clusters dealing with the question of
how political congregation and struggle has been and is currently being staged,
consciously or not, and how alternatives to those models could be developed.

Cultures Of
Assembly
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Parliamentary chambers, by Ana Filipovic, 2012

Using the productive conflict between consensual versus dissensual modes of
practice as a driving force to develop individual projects, we will think both through
the terms of ‘curating content’ and ‘staging conflict’ in order to develop tools that
help us define socio-spatial frameworks that can be tested against reality – ranging
from transient and informal to highly structured and formal. These changes in scale
(physical) and intention (in/formalities) will produce a fertile ground for speculation:
if, sometimes, physical space (design) does not matter, what constitutes the
elementary components of a political and/or social forum?

Students will develop a set of comparative critical studies, mappings and individual
projects around the notion of congregational zones and territories as well as the
social and spatial dynamics of institutions versus transitory settings of debate.
Does decision-making take place only within the designed rigidity of the courtroom
and parliament or does it emerge in the informal corner of the corridor, between
meetings, with a coffee and a cigarette? And if so, how can such processes or
spaces be addressed through design?
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Occupy Frankfurt – Differentiated grounds, by Dunja Predic and Petter Hoff, 2012

Each year, the Class will conduct a content/theme-specific international research
trip. In this new setting of ACSP, the Winter School Middle East operates as a
strategic link between the Städelschule and outside activities and projects.

http://www.staedelschule.de
http://www.studiomiessen.com

The Space of Agonism

Markus Miessen, Chantal Mouffe
Critical Spatial Practice 2
Sternberg-Press, 2012

Edited by Nikolaus Hirsch and Markus Miessen
Including an artist project by Rabih Mroué

The second volume in the Critical Spatial Practice series presents a
selection of conversations between Markus Miessen and political
philosopher Chantal Mouffe. Taking place intermittently between
December 2006 and October 2011, the dialogues attempt to unpack
current dilemmas and popular mobilizations in terms of consensus-
driven formats of political decision making. The conversations were
alternately driven by Miessen’s specific concerns regarding his ongoing
investigation into conflict-based forms of participation as an alternative
(spatial) practice in democratic systems, and Mouffe’s understanding
and theory of a “conflictual consensus.” Thinking in terms of agonism
and “demoicracy”—a union that acknowledges the plurality and
permanence of its different populations—the book proposes new
approaches to countering and responding to the globalizing thrust of
neoliberalism.

Design by Zak Group
November 2012, English
10.5 x 15 cm, 148 pages, 23 color ills., softcover with dust jacket
ISBN 978-3-943365-41-2
€15.00

Publications

What Is Critical Spatial Practice?

Nikolaus Hirsch, Markus Miessen (Eds.)
Critical Spatial Practice 1
Sternberg-Press, 2012

In September 2011, Nikolaus Hirsch and Markus Miessen invited
protagonists from the fields of architecture, art, philosophy, and
literature to reflect on the single question of what, today, can be
understood as a critical modality of spatial practice. Most of the sixty-
four contributions presented in this volume were composed
concurrently with the evictions of many of the Occupy movements,
sustained turmoil in countries of the Arab Spring, and continued
spasms in the global financial system, which, interestingly, all pointed
at the question and problematic of whether architecture and our
physical environment can still be understood as a res publica. A
response by the editors takes the form of a conversation.

This book is first in a series on critical spatial practice developed
alongside the Städelschule program of the same name. Each edition
includes work by invited artists—the first includes newly commissioned
work by the photographer Armin Linke, who documented the Occupy
camp around the European Central Bank in Frankfurt.

Design by Zak Group
September 2012, English
12 x 16.5 cm, 240 pages, 8 color ill., softcover
ISBN 978-3-943365-27-6
€15.00

Architecture+Critical Spatial Practice, 2012
CULTURES OF ASSEMBLY

Design by Studio Matthias Görlich
(Matthias Görlich, Charalampos Lazos)

Download PDF:
Cultures Of Assembly, Newspaper, 2012 [8.8 MB]

Design by Studio Matthias Görlich
(Matthias Görlich, Charalampos Lazos)

Download PDF:
Stealth Architecture, Newspaper, 2013 [8.2 MB]
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Průkopníky vnímání veřejného prostoru a řešení 
územních prostorových vztahů můžeme hledat od 
poloviny 20. století, jak v případě jednotlivců, tak 
skupin.
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Walter Benjamin — The flâneur, V předobrazu flanera - tuláka, inspirovaným Charlesem Baudleairem.

Situacionisté — Guy Debord a Constant Nieuwenhuys

Constant Nieuwenhuys (1920-2005) — byl dánský umělec jeden ze zakládajících členů skupiny Situacionistů, která 
se zrodila v roce 1957. Je známý díky svému projektu ‘New Babylon’ z roku 1956, na kterém pracoval téměř dvacet let. 
Constatntin byl jedním z nejprogresivnějších teoretiků ve skupině, hned vedle dalšího zakládajícího člena Guye Deborda 
(1931-1994) a právě tento fakt se stal příčinou jejich neshod, které vyústily tím, že Constantin Nieuwenhuys opustil v roce 
1960 skupinu.

Projekt ‘New Babylon’ byl postaven na myšlence města s kolektivním vlastněním půdy a místa k životu. Každý se mohl 
kdykoli, bez jakékoli práce přistěhovat. Myšlena byla postavena na základě cikánských osad a nomádského stylu života. 

Situacionistné byla otevřená politická skupina, které kritizovala odcizení kapitalististické společnosti , které dle nich 
mělo trvalý dopad na součastnou kulturu. Moderní společnost vnímali jako sled jednoho představení za druhým, oddělené 
okamžiky času, kde se možnost aktivní účasti na prožívané realitě eliminuje. Rozkol mezi Constantem a Debordem se týkal 
základních strukturalistických tendencí, Constantin se díky své zkušenosti z průzkumu ‘unitárního urbanismu’ nesoustředil 
pouze na atmosféru a sociální interakci Situacionistického města, ale na aktuální produkci města jakožto místa ke stavění. 
Jeho projekt ‘New Babylon’ je dodnes vnímán jako názorná ukázka města, jak jej vnímali Situacionisté. 

Haus-Ruckle-Co — Vídeňská skupina Haus-Rucker-Co byla založena v roce 1967. Zakládající členové byli: Laurids 
Ortner, Günther Zamp Kelp,Klaus Pinter, a později se připojil Manfred Ortner. Jejich práce ukazovala umělecký potencionál 
architektury díky instalacím a happeningů za použití gumových struktur nebo až protézových nástrojů, které byly využity 
k přeměně vnímání určitého prostoru a místa. Tyto umělecké prostředky se shodovali s tendencemi v tzv. utopické experi-
mentální architektuře 60. let. 20. století a můžeme je nalézt u skupin jako Superstudio, Archizoom, Ant Farm a Coop Him-
melblau. Narozdíl od těchto skupin Haus-Rucker-Co zkoumali potenciál architektury kriticky a vytvářeli technické plány, 
kde propojovali experimentální prostředí a utopické vize, jak by mělo město vypadat.

Velký vliv na jejich práci měli Situacionistické prostředky a způsob, jak si naklonit a navázat spolupráci s občany. 
Haus-Rucker-Co udělali sérii několika akcí, kde se z přihlížejících stali samotní účastníci, kteří mohli ovlivnit své vlastní 
prostředí a opustili roli pasivních přihlížejících. Jejich instalace byly většinou vyrobeny z gumových struktur, jako například 
Oase No. 7 (1972), která byla vytvořena pro Documentu 5 v Kasselu v Německu. Tato nafukovací struktura na fasádě 
budovy složila jako místo k relaxaci.

Instalace skupiny Haus-Rucker-Co měli za cíl kriticky komentovat stísněné “měšťácké” prostředí, vytvořením jednorá-
zových změn v architektuře, které alespoň na chvilku vedly k obohacení smyslových vjemů občanů.

Coop Himmelbau — Skupina byla založena v Rakousku v roce 1968 Wolfem D. Prixem, Helmutem Swiczinskym 
a Michaelem Holzerem. Jejich metoda byla podobná jako u vídeňských Haus-Rucker-Co, vycházela z Freudovských metod 
psychoanalýzy, které je vedly ke zkoumání vztahů mezi architekturou a individuálního vnímání jejího prostředí. Jejich akce 
a instalace vyžadovaly zapojení diváků, ze kterých se v průběhu stali aktivní účastníci. Jako odpověď na práci architekta 
Hanse Holleina, ovlivněním teoretika médií Marshalla McLuhana, Coop Himmelblau využívali ve svých pracích nové tech-
nologie jako možnost k vytvoření interaktivního prostředí. Projekt Hard Space (1968) využíval srdeční tepy tří lidí jako 
spoušť série výbuchů na různých místech ve Vídni. V další práci Soft Space (1970) zaplnili ulici mýdlovými bublinami. 
Také používali nafukovací a gumové struktury jako prostředek k intervenci s veřejným prostředím. Tyto rané projekty 
zkoumaly město jako místo k experimentálnímu vyžití. Od 80. let se jejich praxe čím dál více uchylovala k mainstreamové 
architektuře, která se svými extravagantními stavbami ztratila sociálně experimentální prostor.
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Spatial Agency: Constant Nieuwenhuys

http://www.spatialagency.net/database/the.situationists[6.4.2013 20:33:18]
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Constant Nieuwenhuys
Individual – Amsterdam, Netherlands 1920 – 2005

Constant Nieuwenhuys (1920-2005) was a Dutch artist and one of the founding members of the Situationist International formed in
1957. He is also known for his utopian project, New Babylon, started in 1956 and on which he worked for nearly twenty years.
Constant was one of the theoretical drivers behind the Situationists alongside Guy Debord (1931-1994) and it was a widening gulf
between their two positions that eventually led Nieuwenhuys to leave the group in 1960.

The Situationists were an overtly political group whose critique of the alienation of capitalist society has had a lasting effect on
contemporary culture. They saw modern society as a series of spectacles, discrete moments in time, where the possibility of active
participation in the production and experience of lived reality were eluded. The rift between Constant and Debord focused on the
structuralist tendencies of the former; through his explorations of 'unitary urbanism', Constant focused not only on the atmosphere
and social interactions of the Situationist city, but also on the actual production of the city as built space. The project New Babylon,
is today considered an exemplary expression of the Situationists' take on the city.

Designed around the abolition of work, New Babylon was a city based on total automation and the collective ownership of land.
With no more work, citizens were free to move around, with, New Babylon inspired by a gypsy encampment and designed to
facilitate such a nomadic lifestyle. Divided into a series of interconnected sectors, the city operated on a network of collective
services and transportation. Through a large number of models, drawings and collages, Constant explored the various sectors,
floating above the ground on stilts, interconnected with bridges and pathways; above and below traffic flowed whilst the inhabitants
travelled the sectors by foot. Whilst the city's physical reality was explored through drawings and maquettes, architecture itself was
conceived as social relations in which Constant elaborated a critique of bourgeois, utilitarian society. The degree to which the
details of the city had been worked out and Constant's own discourse showed that he viewed this as a concrete proposal for a
future city rather than just a polemical project.

New Babylon focused on the social construction of space with every aspect of the city controllable by its citizens in order that they
could construct new atmospheres and situations within the given infrastructure. It was a dynamic environment that could easily be
adapted and changed, allowing inhabitants to explore their creativity through play and interaction. That the whole of New Babylon
rested on a technological dream that can no longer be fulfilled has been commented on often, but as Francesco Careri of the
group Stalker/Osservatorio Nomade has commented, perhaps a change in thinking is required that sees New Babylon as
already existing within the voids and fissures of the contemporary consumerist city.

Linda Boersma and Constant Nieuwenhuys, 'Constant [interview]', BOMB Magazine, 2005,
http://bombsite.com/issues/91/articles/2713 [accessed 8 July 2010].

Guy Debord, Society of the Spectacle, trans. by Ken Knabb (London: Rebel Press, 1983).

Constant Nieuwenhuys, 'New Babylon', Not Bored, 1974, http://www.notbored.org/new-babylon.html [accessed 4 February 2010].

Sadie Plant, The Most Radical Gesture: The Situationist International in a Postmodern Age (London: Routledge, 1992).

Simon Sadler, The Situationist City (Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, 1999).

Mark Wigley, Constant's New Babylon: The Hyper-architecture of Desire (Rotterdam: 010 Publishers & Witte de With, 1998).

"In New Babylon, social space is social spatiality. Space as a psychic dimension (abstract space) cannot be separated from the
space of action (concrete space). Their divorce is only justified in a utilitarian society with arrested social relations, where concrete
space necessarily has an anti-social character." 
- Constant Nieuwenhuys, New Babylon, exhibition catalogue (The Hague: Haags Gemeetenmuseum, 1974), available at:
http://www.notbored.org/new-babylon.html

"… I conceived the scheme for a permanent encampment for the gypsies of Alba and that project is the origin of the series of
maquettes of New Babylon. Of a New Babylon where, under one roof, with the aid of moveable elements, a shared residence is
built; a temporary, constantly remodeled living area; a camp for nomads on a planetary scale." 
- Constant Nieuwenhuys, New Babylon, exhibition catalogue (The Hague: Haags Gemeetenmuseum, 1974), available at:
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Haus-Rucker-Co
Group – Vienna, Austria

1967 – 1992
www.ortner.at/haus-rucker-co/de/haus-rucker.html

Haus-Rucker-Co were a Viennese group founded in 1967 by Laurids Ortner, Günther
Zamp Kelp and Klaus Pinter, later joined by Manfred Ortner. Their work explored the
performative potential of architecture through installations and happenings using
pneumatic structures or prosthetic devices that altered perceptions of space. Such
concerns fit with the utopian architectural experiments of the 1960s by
groups such as Superstudio, Archizoom, Ant Farm and Coop Himmelblau.
Alongside these groups, Haus-Rucker-Co were exploring on the one hand, the
potential of architecture as a form of critique, and on the other the possibility of
creating designs for technically mediated experimental environments and utopian
cities.

Taking their cue from the Situationist's ideas of play as a means of engaging
citizens, Haus-Rucker-Co created performances where viewers became participants
and could influence their own environments, becoming more than just passive
onlookers. These installations were usually made from pneumatic structures such as
Oase No. 7 (1972), which was created for Documenta 5 in Kassel, Germany. An
inflatable structure emerged from the façade of an existing building creating a space
for relaxation and play, of which contemporary echoes can be found in the 'urban
reserves' of Santiago Cirugeda. The different versions of the Mind Expander
series (1967-69), consisted of various helmets that could alter the perceptions of
those wearing them, for example the 'Fly Head' disoriented the sight and hearing of
the wearer to create an entirely new apprehension of reality; it also produced one of
their most memorable images.

Haus-Rucker-Co's installations served as a critique of the confined spaces of
bourgeois life creating temporary, disposable architecture, whilst their prosthetic
devices were designed to enhance sensory experience and highlight the taken-for-
granted nature of our senses, seen also in the contemporaneous work of the
Brazilian artist Lygia Clark. Contemporary versions of such work can be found in the
pneumatic structures favoured by Raumlabor and Exyzt.

Rodrigo Alonso, 'Expanded space', Art and Technology,
http://www.roalonso.net/en/arte_y_tec/espacio_expandido.php [accessed 14 July
2010].

Marc Dessauce (ed.), The Inflatable Moment: Pneumatics and Protest in '68 (New
York: Princeton Architectural Press, 1999).

Thomas Edelmann, 'A Capsule is not Enough', Stylepark,
http://www.stylepark.com/en/news/a-capsule-is-not-enough/307575 [accessed 14 July
2010].

Chris Salter and Peter Sellars, 'Performative Architectures', in Entangled: Technology
and the Transformation of Performance (Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, 2010).
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Coop Himmelblau
Group – Vienna, Austria

1968 – 1980
www.coop-himmelblau.at/

Coop Himmelblau was founded by Wolf D. Prix, Helmut Swiczinsky and Michael
Holzer in Vienna, Austria in 1968. Their approach is similar to that of Haus-Rucker-
Co, based on the Austrian heritage of Freud's psychoanalytic approach, which led
them to explore the relationships between the architectural environment and our
individual perceptions of it. Their early work leading up to the late 1970s consisted of
performative installations and actions involving the spectators as participants.

A response to the work of architect, Hans Hollein and influenced by media theorist
Marshall McLuhan and cybernetics in general, Coop Himmelblau produced work
that explored the use of new technologies to create early versions of responsive
interactive environments. The project Hard Space (1968) used the heartbeats of three
people to trigger a series of explosions across Vienna, whilst Soft Space (1970) filled
a street in soap bubbles. They also used inflatables and the potential of pneumatic
structures for interaction in public space; these early projects exploring the city as a
stage for experimental inhabitation. From the 1980s onwards the practice increasingly
moved into the mainstream of architecture, with formally flamboyant buildings that
appear to have lost a socially experimental edge.

Noah Chasin, 'The Fall and Rise of Austrian Architecture: The Redemptive Strategies
of Coop Himmelblau and Hans Hollein', Brickhaus,
http://www.brickhaus.com/amoore/magazine/austr.html [accessed 13 July 2010].

Marc Dessauce (ed.), The Inflatable Moment: Pneumatics and Protest in '68 (New
York: Princeton Architectural Press, 1999).

Chris Salter and Peter Sellars, 'Performative Architectures', in Entangled: Technology
and the Transformation of Performance (MIT Press, 2010).

Michael Sorkin, 'Post rock Propter Rock: A Short History of the Himmelblau', in
Exquisite corpse: writing on buildings (London: Verso, 1991), pp. 339-350.
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Matrix Feminist Design Co-operative
Group – London, United Kingdom 1980 – 1995

Matrix Feminist Design Co-operative was set up in 1980 as an architectural practice
and a book group that grew out of the Feminist Design Collective, itself an off-shoot
of the New Architecture Movement's feminist group. They were one of the first
architectural groups in Britain to take an overtly feminist stance in their way of
working and designing, and in the projects they took on. The practice was run as a
workers' co-operative with a non-hierarchical management structure and
collaborative working. Their work explored issues surrounding women and the built
environment, but also the relationship of women to the architectural profession and to
the procurement of architecture. One of their first moves as a group was to publish
the book, Making Space: Women and the Man Made Environment, where they
explored the socio-political context of designing the built environment, and traced the
implications of feminist theory and critique on urban design, such as the viewing of
domestic work also as a form of labour. In the book they set out one of the
fundamental guiding principles of their work, the idea that 'because women are
brought up differently in our society we have different experiences and needs in
relation to the built environment'.

Matrix worked in two main areas, design projects that were all publicly funded social
projects and technical advice. During the late 1970s and early 1980s governmental
funding was available for voluntary organisations in the form of technical aid, which
could be used for advice on design and other technical issues related to the built
environment; Matrix was heavily involved in this, operating as a Community
Technical Aid Centre. This work resulted in a number of publications produced
for community groups, such as A Job Designing Buildings, that addressed women in
the construction industry. Here Matrix acted as spatial agents by giving advice to
women's groups and individual women that allowed them to take control of their own
environment. This could take the form of small meetings to identify sources of funding
or the production of large-scale feasibility studies.

As an architectural practice, Matrix developed participatory design methods,
acknowledging that architects' ways of working needed to be adapted in order to
make the design process more understandable and engaging for clients and users.
For example, they tried to adapt the conventional architectural drawing and made use
of models that resembled doll's houses. Publications also arose out of this work such
as Building for Childcare, which was the result of a consultation process. Here again
Matrix's work was about empowering women through deliberately choosing to
research and design the sorts of spaces that had been ignored by a male-led
profession, such as women's centres and nurseries, and also by developing tools
which could involve women in the design process itself.

Matrix, Making Space: Women and the Man Made Environment. (London: Pluto
Press, 1984).

Matrix, A Job Designing Buildings: For Women Interested in Architecture and
Buildings. (London: Matrix Feminist Design Co-operative, 1986).

Dwyer, Julia and Anne Thorne, "Evaluating Matrix: Notes from Inside the Collective,"
in Altering practices: Feminist Politics and Poetics of Space, ed. Doina Petrescu
(London: Routledge, 2007).
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Crimson Architectural Historians
Group – Utrecht, The Netherlands

1994 onwards
www.crimsonweb.org

Crimson Architectural Historians are Ewout Dorman, Annuska Pronkhorst, Michelle
Provoost, Simone Rots, Wouter Vanstiphout and Cassandra Wilkins. The group
began in 1994, working between historical research, critique and architectural
practice, with the contemporary city as their subject. They began with the city in which
they lived, Rotterdam, unearthing another history of its post-war redevelopment which
did not follow the received logic that demolition and redevelopment was the
consequence of the bombing of the city during World War II. Crimson instead pointed
to another narrative where the process of demolition had already begun in the thirties,
and was enthusiastically continued during and after the war. This initial insight led to
research on post-war cities worldwide, which dealt with how urban planning has been
used as a political tool in the Cold War as well as in the current planning and building
of New Towns.

Crimson view history not as a closed event in the past, but as something that can
imbue the city with meaning across time, and their projects try to set this latent
historical potential to work in the present. Their research on New Towns has led to a
long-term engagement with the suburb of Hoogvliet in the harbour area of Rotterdam.
'Wimby: Welcome into our Backyard' was a series of proposals and policy-decisions
for which Crimson acted as spatial agent through curating and helping to implement a
series of small-scale projects such as experimental buildings, a recreational park, a
festival and various artworks. During the six year project Crimson analysed, consulted
and commissioned work in order to uncover and enhance the qualities of the area,
and in so doing became an essential part of the regeneration process.

Their working method begins with empirical research, finding out through interviews
and observations what is there both physically and socially. With this they construct a
narrative for the area that is led not by the desire for commercial development but is
instead a powerful and very specific story to convince people of the potential of the
area. This becomes an urban strategy and in Hoogvliet this close analysis of past and
present urban conditions led to highly specific proposals such as co-housing just
for musicians and a park with hand-made model boats. Crimson have referred to their
practice as 'painting panoramas of possibilities.'

Crimson sub-curators of Maakbaarheid - International Architecture Biennale
Rotterdam," http://iabr.nl/EN/open_city/index.php (accessed December 3, 2009,).

Crimson, Too Blessed to be Depressed: Crimson Architectural Historians 1994-2002.
(Rotterdam: 010, 2002). 

Crimson and Pedro Gadanho, Post.Rotterdam: Architecture and City after the Tabula
Rasa. (Rotterdam: 010, 2001).

Crimson and Felix Rottenberg, WiMBY! Hoogvliet: Future, Past and Present of a New
Town. (Rotterdam: NAI, 2007). See also: www.wimby.nl

Crimson, Michael Speaks and Gerard Hadders, Mart Stam's Trousers: Stories from
Behind the Scenes of Dutch Moral Modernism. (Rotterdam: 010, 1999).

Crimson, The New Town research and exhibition project: www.thenewtown.nl
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Příklady  Ostrava Fifejdy dětské hřiště - Kurt Gebauer

Příkladem umělce, který proplouvá mezi jednotlivými  
profesemi je Kurt Gebauer. V jeho případě umělec fungu-
je jako prostředník mezi starostou a občany, a také jako 
tvůrce nové myšlenky: architektonicko- sochařského 
návrhu, která vytváří kompromis mezi návrhem od  
dopravního inženýra, požadavkem starosty a očekává-
ním a potřeb obyvatel. Při diskuzi a obhajobě vlastního  
návrhu, ale přijímá roli performera a aktivisty. 

Musí vysvětlit svůj nápad a čelit tak nepochopení 
a negativní reakci, nejen obyvatel, na jejichž stranu se 
spíše přiklání, ale také starostovi obce. Musí vysvětlit, 
že v určitém měřítku již je v pořádku role sochaře, 
který vyřeší veřejné prostranství, že zde již není zapo-
třebí dopravního inženýra, protože se jedná o jakousi 
minikrajinu — tedy jiné než urbanistické měřítko,  
jedná se o měřítko sochy, z pohledu dopravního 
inženýra o detail, který ovšem znamená především 
kvalitní a estetické prožívání veřejného prostranství.
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Genootschap voor
Esthetica en Van
Abbemuseum

30/11/2012

Espaces pour les

fragiles, normaux ou

fous?
Debat organisé par Le
Canevas / Sanatia
(Bruxelles)

21/11/2012

Bouwen aan een sterk

merk
1ste Statengeneraal van de
Limburgse architectuur

08/12/2012 - event
Kunstenaar,
filosoof,
bemiddelaar en
politicus

09/09/2012 - event
Kunstenaarswerkpl
in 't Stad

22/08/2012 - article
Why
contemporary
artists are not
fascist enough

27/05/2012 -
announcement
De Meent : het
vrijkopen van
ruimte /

22/05/2012 -
23/05/2012 -
announcement
Symposium
CULBURB
Shaping Cities

11/04/2012 - article
Sociaal-realisme
of zelfcensuur

24/03/2012 - event
Even agrier and
kinder

16/02/2012 - article
Pleidooi voor een
nieuw sociaal
realisme

10/02/2012 - article
Toekomst voor
Rotterdamse
Kunst

10/02/2012 - news
Eindelijk visie
voor
kunstenaarsprotest
in Rotterdam

13/01/2012 - event
1:1 Extra City

16/12/2011 - article
Why a Lack of
Imagination is
Needed in Radical
Politics Today

13/12/2011 -
14/12/2011 -
announcement
Mijn stad, onze
stad

06/12/2011 - event
Primacy of
Change

23/11/2011
Lezing Project
Baksteen

21/11/2011 - article
Waarom
kunstenaars niet
fascistisch genoeg
zijn

01/11/2011 - article
Waarom
kunstenaars nog
niet fascistisch
genoeg zijn

30/09/2011 -
01/10/2011 - event
The long march
towards artist
participation in
South Africa

22/09/2011 - article
Waarom Bas
Heijne een andere
baan moet zoeken

12/09/2011 - article
Een nieuwe
culturele elite
voor een nieuwe
liberale kunst in
Nederland

12/09/2011 - article
De Culturele Elite

09/09/2011 -
10/09/2011 -
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Symposium
CULBURB Shaping
Cities

project: CULTURAL ACTIVISM TODAY

date: 22/05/2012

author: BAVO

source: ADMINISTRATOR

status: ANNOUNCEMENT

Symposium CULBURB Shaping Cities
organised by the Centre for Central European Architecture

Prague
22 mei 2012
9:00 - 20:00

An international symposium of european organizations operating in
urban space.

REGISTRATION OPEN
write to: urbanity@ccea.cz
or call: 00420 222 222 521

The symposium asks what the nonprofit organizations are today and
questions their role in the creation of city space. Are they nonelected
groups of interest promoting their own interpretation of public
good? Or do they represent a litmus paper of the level of democracy
in the society?Invited organizations transform the city space on
different levels – from local to the whole-city projects, with a
narrow or global point of view.

10:00 - 11:30 Independence Today
���������	
�	���	���������
Lieven De Cauter (Belgium)
Nahid Majid (Design Council Cabe, United Kingdom)
Alena Novotná (Forum 2000, Czech Republic)
Anna Hult (CITIES Stockholm, Sweden)
Martin Joseph Barry (reSITE, USA + Czech Republic)

11:45 - 13:15 NGO Mission
moderated by Regina Loukotová
Gabu Heindl (ÖGFA, Austria)
Maria Theodorou (SARCHA, Greece)
Šárka Svobodová (4AM, Czech Republic)
Nuno Sampaio (Estrategia Urbana, Portugal)
����
	��������	����	������� �����!�"	#�!���$

14:15 – 15:45 Activism and Urban Space
moderated by Adam Gebrian
Yaël Raffner (Robins des villes, France)
%����	 �!�&���	���	'�(����)	#���
�!���	�*��	#�
!���	+�,�"
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12/07/2012

San Gimignano aan de Zenne
Lees de column naar aanleiding van de Keukentoren van XDGA

11/04/2012

Sociaal-realisme of zelfcensuur
Met Jonas Staal schreef BAVO een pleidooi voor een nieuw sociaal-
realisme in de kunst. Sociaal-realisme is broodnodig in het tijdperk van de
hysterische reproductie.

21/02/2012

Nu ook een schreeuw om architectuur!
Niet occupy-en, maar de gevestigde orde verleiden om in crisistijden te
investeren in leuke projecten. Lees hier meer over de Studio for Unsollicited
Architecture.

10/02/2012

Eindelijk visie voor kunstenaarsprotest in Rotterdam

20/01/2012

Gesloten architectuur is ook humaan
Lees meer over Fleur Agema's gevangenismodel

21/11/2011

Waarom kunstenaars niet fascistisch genoeg zijn
Lees het artikel in het decembernummer van Rekto:Verso.

10/11/2011

Nederlandse architecten doen Zijlstra glunderen in China

12/09/2011

De Culturele Elite
Lees de bijdrage.

01/09/2011

Recensies van boek Too Active to Act

29/08/2011

Artist Participation in South Africa
The international PR campaign to showcase Rotterdam's robust policy on
artist participation is now also tapping into the emerging African art
markets.

17/06/2011

Denkverbod op liberale kunst
Column over de stellingenoorlog naar aanleiding van de aangekondigde
bezuinigingen in de cultuursector.

07/06/2011

SPATIAL PRACTICE
Příklady   Bavo



Maak liberaal kunstbeleid liberaal
Lees BAVO's advies aan staatssecretaris Zijlstra met betrekking tot de
noodgedwongen keuzen die de cultuursector in Nederland te wachten staat.

05/05/2011

Vrijheidscampagne met inhoud

02/04/2011

Edinburgh prepares for artist participation

30/03/2011

Kunstenaars vormen een nieuwe alliantie met Geert Wilders /

Artists form a new alliance with Geert Wilders

///

18/03/2011

International promotion campaign of the Office for Artist

Participation kicks off
The City of Edinburgh will be the first to host an international promotion
event of Rotterdam's innovative cultural policies for enforcing the
participation of artists in heightening a city's competitiveness and securing
social peace on the local level.

28/02/2011

Culture and Contestation
The essay 'Neo-Liberalism with Dutch Characteristics: The Big Fix-Up of
the Netherlands and the Practice of Embedded Cultural Activism' is
published in the book volume 'Culture and Contestation in the New
Century'.

19/01/2011

Art and Activism
BAVO's essay 'Artists... one more effort to be really political!' is published
in the volume 'Art and Activism in the age of Globalisation'.

20/10/2010

Boek verschenen: Too Active To Act
Het boek biedt een kritische analyse van de maatschappelijke betrokkenheid
van culturele actoren in Nederland in de afgelopen tien jaar.

Home - BAVO
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Spatial Agency: BAVO

http://spatialagency.net/database/bavo[6.4.2013 14:00:16]

00:/

1960s Utopian Groups

2012 Architecten

A Civilian Occupation

Abahlali baseMjondolo

Aga Khan Award for Architecture

Alternative publishing / zines

Amateur Architecture Studio

Amateur Building Tactics

AMO

An Architektur

The Anarchitecture Group

Ankur: Society for Alternatives in
Education

Ant Farm

Architects' Revolutionary Council

Architects, Designers and Planners for
Social Responsibility

Architectural Association

Architectural NGOs

Architecture Foundation

Architype

Artists and Spatial Practice

Arup Associates

Asiye eTafuleni

Atelier Bow-Wow

Atelier d'architecture autogérée

Atelier-3 / Rural Architecture Studio

Basurama

Bauhäusle

Bauhütten

Baupiloten
BAVO

Lina Bo Bardi

Bogdan Bogdanovich

Patrick Bouchain

Alexander Brodsky

bureau d'études

Canadian Centre for Architecture

Caracas Think Tank

Casagrande Laboratory

Center for Land Use Interpretation

Center for Maximum Potential Building
Systems

Center for Urban Pedagogy

Centre for Alternative Technology

Centri Sociali

Chora

Christiania

Santiago Cirugeda

City Mine(d)

Co-operative Practices

Cohousing

Coin Street Community Builders

Collections of Alternative Approaches

Community Design Centers

Community Self Build Agency

Dissemination Knowledge Political

BAVO
Group – The Netherlands

2004 onwards
www.bavo.biz

BAVO was founded in 2004 by Gideon Boie and Matthias Pauwels who investigate in
their work the political dimension of art, architecture and planning. Expressing their
discontent with contemporary architectural theory and practice, they are working to
highlight architecture's symptomatic function within socio-political struggles.

This takes the form of books, essays, research and presentations which are based on
material from the built environment, architectural information, events, political and
legislative texts.

Projects include 'Third Way Urbanism, an ideology critical approach' and 'The spectre
of the avant-garde' (both funded by the Jan van Eyck Academie), 'Did somebody say
'heroic realism'? An ideology critical intervention in the (mis)use of a notion',
'Euregional Forum', 'The 10 Commandments of regional planning', 'Retro-socialism in
the contemporary European city', 'The late capitalist city and its discontents' and
'Cities Inc.'.

BAVO, Cultural Activism Today: The Art of Over-Identification. (Rotterdam: Episode
publishers, 2007). 

BAVO, Urban Politics Now: Re-Imagining Democracy in the Neoliberal City,
(Rotterdam: NAi Publishers, 2007).

Created with RaphaëlBAVO
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CULTURAL ACUPUNCTURE TREATMENT FOR SUBURB

http://www.culburb.eu/news/trail-of-courage-prague/[6.4.2013 14:59:39]

About
Localities
Program

Acupunctures
Experts
Research

Contacts
Organizers
Press

TRAIL OF COURAGE Prague
���)�*��*�
+����,��+-�#./����!��0�12
Trail of courage 
www.alali.cz / www.petrdub.cz / www.tomasmoravec.cz
Prague-Psáry

Trail of courage is designed as an educational path compounded of twelve
separate spots within the urban area of Psáry. Each freestanding information
sign will be divided into an illustrative part (graphical scheme of selected
landscape or architectural character - eg. horizon, layout, ground-plan) and a
descriptive part (explaining selected terms of urban sprawl theory - eg. single-
use zone, car-dependent communities, housing subdivisions). As a support
tool "a smart project leaflet-map" will be distributed among local households to
explain our main goals to the inhabitants and to open up the opportunity of
public discussion on selected topics.
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schéma vybrané krajiny nebo architektonického charakteru, tj. horizont,
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EVENTS
16 January / 16. ledna: Presentation and discussion in Pardubice. More
information here. / Prezentace a diskuze o projektu v Pardubicích. Více
informací zde.

6 December / 6. prosince: Presentation of the project in the frame of the
event "Topology of suburban landscape, topology of cultural landscape" in
Meetfactory, Prague. More information here. / Prezentace projektu v rámci
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krajiny". Více informací zde.

3 November / 3. listopadu: Trail of courage opening / zahájení provozu
Stezky odvahy
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This book was made possible 
thanks to the funding from Founda-
tion for Contemprorary Art - Prague 
and Support from the Graphic 
studio Ivan Mečl - Divus, Prague.

This book is a part of the 
exhibition French Connection at the 
Czech Centre Gallery, London.

Tato kniha mohla být 
realizována díky výročnímu grantu 
Nadace pro současné umění - Praha 
a podpoře Grafického studia Ivan 
Mečl - Divus.

Kniha je součástí výstavy 
French Connection v galerii Českého 
centra v Londýně.
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Institut für Raumexperimente

INSTITUT FÜR 
RAUMEXPERIMENTE

En / De

Nothing is ever the same

Making Of: Film Practices
Making Of: Reading Practices
Making Of: Walks
Making Of: Experience 
Experiments 
Making Of: Ideas are Motion 1
           Ideas are Motion 2
           Ideas are Motion 3

Programme & Active Archive

Welcome Walk
Playing Stairwell
Chopsticks Concert
Part 1: Boston Experiments
Glass Concert
Karawane (2010)
Marey Experiments
Movement

Admission
Participants
Imprint
Contact

Winter semester 2012/13
15 October 2012 
- 16 February 2013

The Institut für Raumexperimente (Institute for Spatial Experiments) is an
educational research project by Prof. Olafur Eliasson, affiliated to the
College of Fine Arts at the Berlin University of the Arts (UdK) and
supported by the Einstein Foundation Berlin. The program of the Institut
für Raumexperimente including lectures, workshops and experiments is a part
of the curriculum of the professor's class.

All rights reserved. The copyright for any and all material published on
this website is reserved. Any duplication or use of objects such as but not
limited to images, videos, diagrams, audio files, and texts, is not
permitted without express written permission of Institut für
Raumexperimente.

Institut für Raumexperimente is not responsible for any contents linked or
referred to from this website, and accepts no responsibility for its
presentation in the websites of third parties. The information and contents
of Institut für Raumexperimente have been carefully researched and checked,
and can change at any time. Institut für Raumexperimente cannot accept any
liability for the correctness, completeness, or topicality of its contents.

The use of published postal addresses, telephone or fax numbers and email
addresses for marketing purposes is prohibited.

Institut für Raumexperimente takes part in 
The World Is Not Fair – Die Grosse Weltausstellung 2012
May 31 till June 24, 2012 
Always Thursday/Friday 16.00 – 22.00, Saturday/Sunday 14.00 – 22.00

TRANSLATION ACTS Week 4
TRANSLATION ACTS Week 4
TRANSLATION ACTS Week 4
TRANSLATION ACTS Week 4

WEEK 4
WEEK 4
WEEK 4
WEEK 4

Thursday, June 21
16.00 Walk & Workshop & Reading: Sound Walks and Things
“Wir spielen uns sebst”: reading of “Die herausgeforderte Gemeinschaft” by Jean Luc-Nancy with 
Jeremias Hollinger & Fotini Lazaridou-Hatzigoga; Heartbeat Performance by Markus Hoffmann & 
Lena König; e.a.
19.00 Netactivities and Art : Lecture and Conversation with Sakrowski

Friday, June 22
14.00 - 18.00 Spontaneous Book Workshop 
18.00 - 20.00 Do Poetry : Experiments with Sharmila Cohen, Eric Ellingsen, Christian Hawkey, 
Monika Rinck & you 
20.00 Informal Intimacy Building : just sit around and read from inspiring books together and 
talk

Saturday, June 23 
Unfair Poetry and Other Unfair Things 
14.00 - 17.00 Unfair Translation Experiments : Yves Mettler from The Selection; Sharmila Cohen, 
from Telephone Journal; Luis Berrios-Negron, Jan Bovelet, Patrick Kochlik, Jens Wunderling , 
Miodrag Kuc from Anxious Prop                           
17.00 - 18.00 Unfair Sounds : “How to speak the language of a dead species”, performance / 
workshop by Leon Eixenberger            
18.00 - 19.45 Unfair Roundtable Discussion : making questions and translating ideas into things, 
with Barbara Buchmaier, Carson Chan, Sandra Huber, John Holten, Camilla Kragelund, Caleb 
Waldorf 
20.00 - 22.00 Unfair Poetry & Other Art Things: readings and performances by Shane Anderson, 
Sharmila Cohen, Eric Ellingsen, Christian Hawkey, Martina Hefter, Karl Holmqvist, Gaëlle Kreens, 
Kirsten Palz, Andreas Töpfer, Uljana Wolf

Sunday, June 24
14.00 Stunts and Exercise Workshop by Merlin Carter & Clara Jo
14.00 - 17.00 Your Choreography Works – What’s the Score: Workshop with Ari Benjamin Meyers : 
meet at balloon pavilion, workshop takes place in the airfield

SPATIAL PRACTICE
Příklady   Institute for spatial experiments - Olafur Eliasson
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Spatial Agency: Jeanne van Heeswijk

http://spatialagency.net/database/van-heeswijk[6.4.2013 15:20:02]
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Jeanne van Heeswijk
Individual – Rotterdam, Netherlands

2010 – 2010
www.jeanneworks.net/

The Rotterdam-based artist Jeanne Van Heeswijk's work engages with the setting up
of 'collaborative production' between people involved in processes of urban
development. Through methods that focus on 'acting together' she attempts to
establish opportunities for people to form and establish interest groups, small
communities in themselves, in order to effectively discuss and trigger change on a
neighbourhood level. Van Heeswijk describes her position as that of a mediator
between situations, places and people – facilitating various kinds of open actions and
interactions. Yet, this role is not simply about the integration of many voices, but
about questioning and confronting all involved, from children to city officials, from
policy makers to planners and from 'insiders' to 'outsiders', in order to 'generate
models that do justice to, for instance, the complexity of the integration issue.'

Het Blauwe Huis (The Blue House), a project which started in 2005 and was situated
in a real house within one of the to be developed housing blocks, was an attempt to
provide a space for the messy, lived and indeterminate activities in an otherwise
entirely planned and controlled development plan for the IJburg area in Amsterdam,
an area which today provides 18,000 dwellings for 45,000 residents. Over a four-and-
a-half-year period, van Heeswijk curated the detached single-family house to become
a space for international artists, writers, and architects from which to engage with the
growing population of IJburg and the wider public. At the same time, the house
temporarily provided turban functions not yet provided for in the new neighbourhood:
a children's library, a cheap restaurant, a flower shop. Over the duration of the project
and through the involvement of thousands of participants, the house became an
incubator, a condenser, from which the use and appropriation of the urban realm and
public space could be studied and intervened from.

Another focus of Van Heeswijk's work are young people and adolescents. Commonly
overlooked in planning processes, she is interested in finding mechanisms through
which to empower this group to voice their opinions and to critically engage and
participate. The project 'Face Your World' was initially a collaboration with the Wexner
Center for the Arts in Ohio, USA, in 2002 and engaged local children aged 6 to 12 to
use computers and especially developed programmes to rethink, rearrange and
reconfigure their neighbourhoods. The project was re-enacted in 2005 in the
Slotervaart area of Amsterdam and again in Rotterdam in 2006, when 2,500 children
participated in workshops and actions to design their own museum park for the area
between the OMA designed Kunsthal and Museum Boijmans.

In 2010, Van Heeswijk was invited by the Liverpool Biennial to contribute to the
project 2Up 2Down and subsequently also brought the Manchester-based
cooperative practice Urbed on board. Here, the artist and architects are working
together with a group of young people from Liverpool's Anfield / Breckfield with the
aim to develop a series of empty 2up-2down properties into 'affordable retrofit of a
community facility and local housing'.

Van Heeswijk's approach foregrounds the social aspects of engagement and the
design of processes that are interested in the building up of skills – from
communication to construction. Aware that empowerment is strongly connected to
knowledge of, for example processes, systems and mechanisms and the ability to
express this knowledge, her work strategically connects different actors to enable
social change.

Lapp, Axel, Jeanne van Heeswijk, Carlos Basualdo, Anja Lutz, and Marjolein Schaap.
Jeanne van Heeswijk, Systems. Berlin: The Green Box Kunst Editionen, 2007.

References About

Quotes

Spatial Agency180 How? Where? Why?
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Blogs

Context & comment Blogs

By

BLOG

Capucine Perrot

13 September 2011

Saturday 3 September: after 6am, Bed�ichovice start coming to life in London. As the sun
rises at 6:15, Kate�ina Šedá is the first to start drawing in Peter’s Hill, where the village’s
main square would be in the Czech Republic. In the meantime, the villagers drink their
morning coffee, read the papers and have mail delivered by their local postwoman. They
also start doing physical exercise and riding bikes, and sweep the Millennium Bridge which
represents the main street of the village. 

As the day unfolds, the villagers proceed with their usual activities such as gardening,
hanging the laundry or washing a car. At 10am they gather at the village’s main church, St
Benet Welsh Church (here in London), where they play music, sing and dance.
Afterwards, a Czech lesson is conducted inside the church, where some of the villagers
describe the specificities of the Czech language and teach the visitors about its most
important sounds and words.

In the afternoon, the villagers’ activities continue as if they were at home - they play table

1 of 17

Katerina Šedá, From Morning Till Night 2011

Photo: Michal Hladík
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Katerina Šedá,
Bedrichovice in London
2011, drawing.

Katerina Šedá,
Bedrichovice in London
2011, drawing.

tennis, badminton, petanque and other sports, board games and hopscotch, they walk the
dog and socialise with friends. Gabriela is turning 20 today, so a birthday party is thrown. 

Two of the villagers conduct special tours of Bed�ichovice in London, explaining to visitors
where everything is in the village and what the main landmarks are. At the same time, they
tell them some local gossip and introduce them to the tastes of home-made
cherry brandy! 

SPATIAL PRACTICE
Příklady  Kateřina Šedá
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Jan Tozer
19 September 2011, 7.51

, g
Czech Republic. However, considering how happy everyone looks, it may be safe to
assume that the villagers wouldn’t mind keeping Bed�ichovice in London just a little
bit longer.

Anna Povejsilova
Curatorial intern for the Live Programme at Tate Modern

Log in or register to post comments

Show newest comments first

Thankyou Tate Modern and Katerina Seda and

Alena Dostalova
15 September 2011, 11.50

Cathy Read
20 September 2011, 12.01

Capucine Perot for a wonderful day - painting
live around the Thames in London 03092011

on a beautiful sunny day was interesting and
lively! Tate Modern looked after all of the artists
very well and I enjoyed talking to many tourists
as I painted. I was located opposite the Globe
Theatre and many people stopped for a chat -
curious to know why so many artists were set
up along the pavement. I looked at the
collective of art works at the drinks reception
and was very happy with the quality of the
artists works. I think the exhibition of these
works in Bedrichovice will be amazing. Jan
Tozer (Brighton Artist)

Wonderful! Well done for the scope of the
project, ideas and execution.

I'll echo the gratitude. It was a fascinating
experience and I'd like to Thank Capucine and
the Tate Modern Staff for an amazing
experience. Looking forward to seeing all the
finished Artworks together in one space!

Cathy Read (Buckinghamshire Artist)
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3 / PRAXE – PROJEKTY NEOLOKÁTOR*

4 / PRODUKCE EXPERIMENTÁLNÍHO PROSTORU a SPECIÁLNÍCH MEZIOBOROVÝCH SETKÁNÍ

Projekt má interdisciplinární přesah, usiluje o mezi-oborovou spolupráci. Janu Trejbalovi jde především o ověření 
možností v oblasti žitého prostoru. Rozvádí velmi široký mezilidský dialog, oslovuje ekology, geobotaniky, zemědělské 
inženýry, sociology. Zabývá se modelem středověkého Lokátora, který spojoval roli urbanisty a tvořitele vizí a stavitele. 

“Projekt NEOLOKATOR je badatelský systém a komunikační platforma se zaměřením na fenomén kulturní krajiny. 
Činnost Neolokátoru lze rozřadit do čtyřech základních oblastí: Pedagogická činnost na vysokých školách, Vědecko-
výzkumná činnost, Praxe - projekty neolokátor, Produkce experimentálního prostoru a speciálních mezioborových setkání. 
Možnosti spolupráce na příkladu tvorby kulturní krajiny. Výchozím bodem jeho práce je úvaha nad tím, zda je možné na 
základě zkušenosti, setrvávající stále ve venkovském prostředí, vytvořit představu – vizi, navracející nejen venkovskému 
prostředí smysl a následně potřebné sebevědomí. Vývoj prostředí vždy obsahoval dvě základní polohy změn, které můžeme 
nazývat systémové a dílčí. Nositely zmiňované zkušenosti v prostředí jsou sice především jeho obyvatelé, ale k tvorbě 
systémové, je vždy třeba ,,odborných profesí“, opatrujících vize a nutný řád. “

Neolokátor: http://www.neolokator.cz/
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Edible Park with Permacultuur
Centrum Den Haag
The University of Trash with
Michael Cataldi
Alternative Education Library with
Tilo Steireif and CIRA
Surrounded by Squares Bar with
David H. Bailey
You Have Been Misinformed with
Stephan Dillemuth

The Kite Kiosk with Simon & Tom
Bloor and Gavin Wade
Charing Cross with the Connection
Experimental Art Institutions: an
ongoing survey with students from
l'ENSA, Bourges, France
Counter Campus with Stephan
Dillemuth
TAPKO – The Museum with Kerstin
Bergendal

Everything in the Future Will
Necessarily Come with Stephan
Dillemuth
Ecology/Art Expedition Survey:
Phase 1. With Scott and Ene
Constable
Superclinic with Elinor Jansz,
Christabel Stewart and Emily
Pethick
The Stand, Florian Pumhösl, the
Situationist International Archive
and the London Psychogeographical
Association
Breaking into Rockefeller Park with
Rosalie Knox

O Melancholy Bitter Wall of Eagles
with Simon Leung
Parasite

Dismal Garden http://www.dismalgarden.com/collabor

Parasite, New York, NY, USA. 1997/8

A New York based group project, initiated by Andrea Fraser and Nils Norman - with Julie Ault, Martin
Beck, Tom Burr, Michael Clegg, Mark Dion, Julia Fischer, Renée Green, Ben Kinmont, Silvia
Kolbowski, John Menick, Christian Phillip Müller, Morgan J. Puett, Simon Leung, Jason Simon, Lincoln
Tobier, Fred Wilson and Florian Zeyfang.

Parasite was formed as a support and discussion group for artists interested in a context specific art
practice. It met regularly - initially in members apartments - to share projects and ideas. It went on
to piggyback (parasite) two local institutions - the PS1 Clock Tower and The Drawing Centre's Project
Room, downtown NY, where it took on a more public character utilising the host institutions'
infrastructure in exchange for content provision: organising public presentations and discussions as
well as organising Andrea Fraser's Services exhibition and re-staging Mel Bochner's Working Drawings
and Other Visible Things on Paper Not Necessarily Meant to be Viewed As Art from 1966.

It also developed a small archive of projects related to its interests and themes.

Andrea Fraser - Professor, New Genres

Andrea Fraser’s work has been identified with performance, video, project-based art, context art, and institutional
critique.

Major projects include installations for the Berkeley Art Museum; the Kunstverein Munich; the Venice Biennale
(Austrian Pavilion); the Whitney Biennial; the Generali Foundation, Vienna; the Kunsthalle Bern; the Sprengel
Museum Hannover; the Bienal de São Paulo; and Tate Modern. She has also created performances for the New
Museum of Contemporary Art, New York; the Philadelphia Museum of Art; the Wadsworth Atheneum, Hartford;
inSITE, San Diego/Tijuana; and the MICA Foundation, New York. She has performed solo work at the
Whitechapel, London; the Dia Art Foundation, New York; the Museum of Modern Art, Vienna; the Museum of
Modern Art, New York; the Centre Pompidou, Paris; and the Museum of Contemporary Art, Los Angeles, among
other venues.

Surveys of her work have been presented by the Belkin Art Gallery, University of British Columbia; the
Kunstverein Hamburg; the Kemper Art Museum, Washington University; the Franz Hals Museum in Haarlem;
and the Carpenter Center, Harvard University.

Her essays and performance texts have appeared in Art in America, Afterimage, October, Texte zur Kunst,
Social Text, Critical Quarterly, Documents, Artforum, and Grey Room. Books include Andrea Fraser: Works
1984-2003, published by Dumont, and Museum Highlights: The Writings of Andrea Fraser, released by MIT
Press in 2005.

Fraser was a founding member of the feminist performance group, The V-Girls (1986-1996); the project-based
artist initiative Parasite (1997-1998); and the cooperative art gallery Orchard (2005-2008). She was also
co-organizer, with Helmut Draxler, of Services, a “working-group exhibition” that toured to eight venues in Europe
and the United States between 1994 and 2001.

Fraser has received grants from Art Matters, Inc., the Franklin Furnace Fund for Performance Art, the New York
Foundation for the Arts, and the National Endowment for the Arts.

E-mail: afraser@ucla.edu

Andrea Fraser, Museum Highlights: A Gallery Talk, 1989; Official Welcome, 2001/2003, video stills of performances

Home / Undergraduate (BA) / Graduate (MFA) / Faculty / Exhibitions / Events / Alumni / For Current Students / Staff / Contact / Links

Faculty > Current Faculty / Visiting Faculty / Emeritus Faculty

Current Faculty > Jennifer Bolande / Barbara Drucker / Russell Ferguson / Andrea Fraser / Roger Herman / Mary Kelly /
Barbara Kruger / Rodney McMillian / Catherine Opie / Hirsch Perlman / Lari Pittman / Charles Ray / Adrian Saxe / James Welling
/ Patty Wickman

UCLA Department of Art | Faculty http://www.art.ucla.edu/faculty/fraser.html
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Park Fiction | 08.03.2013 19:13

Park Fiction Home
Park Fiction Kollektiv - 08.11.2006 - 19:59

Willkommen auf den offiziellen Seiten von Park Fiction.

So ein Video kriegt man gerne geschenkt, kurz vor Beginn des Winters - von Cynthie, gefunden auf youtube:

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IY4tA_dk2yU

Das Park Fiction Archiv ist derzeit nur auf Verabredung geöffnet - e-mail an info(ät)parkfiction.org .

The Park Fiction Archive open to the public on appointment.

"Desire will leave the house and take to the streets": Welcome to the official pages of Park Fiction.

Park Fiction is one of the most beautiful places in Hamburg, at St.Pauli's harbour wall. As unusual as the park's design is how the park
came into existence - a process, in which "art & politics made each other more clever".

Park Fiction (alias: Antonipark, aka: "Hartz-4-Mallorca") ist einer der schönsten Orte Hamburgs, an St. Pauli's Elbufer. Dieser Park ist auf
ungewöhnliche Weise entstanden: Mitte der Neunzigerjahre entschieden sich einige AnwohnerInnen und KünstlerInnen aus St. Pauli dazu,
einen öffentlichen Park zu entwerfen - nicht an irgendeinem brachliegenden Ort, sondern an einem sehr speziellen, für den die Stadt gerade
einen neuen Bebauungsplan beschlossen hatte: am Elbufer, gegenüber von Dock 10. Niemand, der sich auskannte, hätte zu diesem
Zeitpunkt geglaubt, dass es möglich sein könnte, den Verkauf des Geländes und den Bau eines millionenschweren Betonriegels zu
verhindern. Doch ein cleveres Netzwerk aus interventionistischen AnrainerInnen, sozialen Einrichtungen, Golden Pudel Club,
KünstlerInnen und Hafenstrasse, begann mit einer kollektiven Wunschproduktion für einen Park... (Weiterlesen? Titel klicken!)

Sie wollen Park Fiction mit Geld unterstützen? Gerne. Wir machen alles ehrenamtlich also umsonst, alles Geld geht in Material, Pflanzen,
Kunst oder Propaganda. Überweisung sind gerne gesehen an: GWA St. Pauli, Konto Nr. 1024/217091, Hamburger Sparkasse, BLZ 200
505 50, Wichtig: Verwendungszweck: Park Fiction

intro contacts press links faq news
suche
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Park Fiction
Project – Hamburg, Germany

1994 – 2005
www.parkfiction.org

Park Fiction is a project that began in 1994, evolving out of a campaign by a
resident's association against the development of a site in the harbour area of
Hamburg, Germany. The work of the Hafenrandverein (Harbour Edge Association),
prevented the execution of a housing and office development for this highly prominent
site. Instead, in a parallel planning and design process, the association drew up plans
for a public park that they managed to get initiated. Although Park Fiction was a
collective and participatory planning project, there were a number of key figures that
led the process, negotiated with the local officials and organised the campaign,
including the artist Christoph Schäfer, the film-maker Margit Czenki, and Ellen
Schmeisser who was later employed by the city to liaise with the residents.

The project is based in the St Pauli neighbourhood of Hamburg, an area which has a
history of dissent, with the squatter movement of the 1980s being especially
prominent. In the context of the prolonged neglect of the area by the city authorities
and the relative wealth of much of West Germany, this local activism developed into a
demand for a public amenity rather than private development. Highly embedded in its
context, the Park Fiction project would be difficult to replicate elsewhere, although the
methodologies and tools developed during the incredibly lengthy process can be
applied in other situations. One of the most successful strategies was to not only
protest for a public space but to act as if one already existed. To this end, the group
organised a series of public events in the site, including talks, exhibitions, open-air
screenings and concerts. Schäfer points out that this continual use of the 'park' by
residents and visitors made it a 'social reality'.

The initial phase of the project, financed by funds from the 'art in public space'
programme of the city's culture department, developed the idea of a 'collective
production of desires'. Throughout the process, Park Fiction developed special tools
and techniques to make the planning process more accessible. This included the
temporary events organised in the park, as well as the installation of a 'planning
container' on site which could be moved around the neighbourhood to collect
residents' wishes. A film by Margit Czenki, Desire will Leave the House and Take to
the Streets, was produced and a game about the planning process was developed to
make transparent the opaque workings of bureaucracy. Other strategies included
presenting the project at international art and music events, including Documenta 11
to which took the 'planning container' was taken, and an event in St Pauli where
groups involved in similar initiatives were invited to present their experiences. Such
exposure ensured that Park Fiction was widely known and made it difficult for the
authorities to block the proposals. The park was finally realised in 2005.

aaa, and Peprav, eds., 'Park Fiction', in UrbanACT (Montrouge: Moutot Imprimeurs,
2007), pp. 22-33.

Margit Czenki, Park Fiction: Desires will leave the house and take to the streets, 16
mm blow up from Super 8, 1999.

Christopher Schäfer, 'The City is Unwritten: Urban Experiences and Thoughts Seen
Through Park Fiction', in Belltown Paradise / Making their own Plans, ed. by Brett
Bloom and Ava Bromberg (Chicago: White Walls Inc., 2004), pp. 38-51.

Imomus, 'Park Fiction becomes Park Fact'
<http://imomus.livejournal.com/356677.html> [accessed 7 December 2009].

Kester, Grant, 'Case Studies: Toolbox of Working Methods', greenmuseum.org, 2009
<http://greenmuseum.org/generic_content.php?ct_id=210> [accessed 7 December
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public works: About: Profile

We are an art and architecture practice working within and towards public
space.

All public works projects address the question how the public realm is
shaped by its various users and how existing dynamics can inform further
proposals. Our focus is the production and extension of a particular public
space through participation and collaborations. Projects span across
different scales and address the relation between the informal and formal
aspects of a site.

Our work produces social, architectural and discursive spaces.

Outputs include socio-spatial and physical structures, public events and
publications.

public works is a London based non-for-profit company. Current members
are Torange Khonsari, Andreas Lang who work with an extended network of
project related collaborators

The practice has been growing organically since 1999, with its initial
founding members Kathrin Böhm, Sandra Denicke-Polcher,Torange Khonsari,
Andreas Lang and Stefan Saffer working in different constellations until
2006 before formally coming together as public works.

search

enter your email address

The project proposes a new public space for the Serpentine Gallery and Kensington Gardens
which includes cross-cultural production, public display, communication and non-monetary
exchange. Park Products with the park as the local place in common and involves different
groups and publics in the production and exchange of new produce from the park.
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public works
Group – London, England

1999 onwards
www.publicworksgroup.net

Public works is an art and architecture practice based in London which was
established in 1999. Currently three of the five founding members remain: the artist
Katrin Böhm, architects Torange Khonsari and Andreas Lang, alongside artist Polly
Brannan who joined in 2005. Public works create projects that investigate how users
engage with public space, devising strategies for supporting social, cultural and other
initiatives in both urban and rural contexts. They employ playful methods to involve
local users, residents and passers-by in their projects, often making interventions on
site in order to inform and expand a given brief.

Since 2006, they have run the popular Friday sessions, inviting practitioners and
theorists to speak about their work and engage in informal discussions. They have
also organised a desk residency at their studio, renting out space to those working in
related fields. Both the Friday sessions and the desk residency show public work's
commitment to collaborative work and to the building and nurturing of informal
networks, a concern that is followed through in their projects. Collaboration is key to
their work, with a network of interested parties, experts and specialists gathered
around each project.

Public works have developed their own representational language, which uses
sketches, diagrams and individual websites for almost all of their projects, developed
in collaboration with web designer, Dorian Moore. These map out the process of
each project showing in detail the different actors involved, their relationships to each
other and how the design evolved. This representational method allows public works
to emphasise the importance of encounter and informal exchanges in their projects,
their DIY aesthetic being able to record these important aspects quickly and clearly.
This DIY ethos is also carried through in their penchant for self-publishing: they have
produced fanzines to accompany a number of projects as well as the Friday
sessions. In all of their engagements public works take on the role of facilitators and
hosts, making the conditions and spaces necessary for the types of exchanges that
can create shared, social spaces.

'Andreas Lang (Architect/Public Works, UK)', 2008, http://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=aVXRT6_2aH0&feature=youtube_gdata [accessed 3 March 2010].

Public works, If you can't find it, give us a ring (Birmingham: Article Press, 2006).

'Colchester Inn', http://www.colchesterinn.net/ [accessed 3 March 2010].

'International Village Shop', http://www.internationalvillageshop.net/ [accessed 3
March 2010].

'The gift shop', http://thewhitechapelgiftshop.com/ [accessed 3 March 2010].
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Crimson Architectural �istorians is proud to announce the opening of the

exhibition The Banality of Good: Six decades of New Towns, Architects,

Money and Politics at the Royal �nstitute of British Architects in London, UK.

This special launch forms part of the Spring Last Tuesday late night

programme of events.

The Banality of Good at the
Royal Institute of British
Architects
Special launch on Tuesday 26th March 2013

The exhibition asks: can the design of New Towns again be a subject of collective pride

to architects and not of professional shame like it seems to be now? ‘Banality’ is

unavoidable when building for the life of millions. But instead of the banality of the

icon, the banality of wealth or the banality of fear, like we see in so many new cities

presently, can it be the Banality of Good?

The exhibition presents a series of six exemplary cities that were planned in the last six

decades. The selected cities are Stevenage (UK), Tema (Ghana), Almere (Netherlands),

Alphaville-Tamboré (Brasil), Songjiang (China) and King Abdullah �conomic City (Saudi

Arabia). The ideals of these cities will be showcased through large allegories on six

wooden triptychs that represent both the dreams and the realities of the towns. There

are steel and aluminium diagrams that demonstrate the shared DNA of the towns and

finally there is an Argument Wall, onto which Crimson has posted her theses on what

really matters in New Town planning.

Programme March 26th:

(Please note that places are on a first come basis) 

 19.45 Talk by Dr. Michelle Provoost, partner at Crimson Architectural

�istorians and Director of the �nternational New Town �nstitute 

 20.15 Opening exhibition with speeches by: 

 Daphne Thissen, Cultural Attaché at the �mbassy of the Kingdom of

the Netherlands in London 

 Kieran Long, Senior Curator of contemporary architecture, design

and digital at the V&A, and Architecture Critic for the �vening Standard

 ‘Brasilia’, an acoustic set by guitarist-singer Mark Ritsema

(Nightporter, Polar Twins, Spasmodique) 

 until 21.30: drinks

With thanks to: Creative �ndustries Fund NL, R�BA, �nternational New Town �nstitute and

The �mbassy of the Kingdom of the Netherlands in London.

For more information on the R�BA and Last Tuesday please visit www.architecture.com

[http://www.architecture.com]


